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Everyone Loves Gummi Bears!
Removing the Intimidation Factor from Research 
Data Management with Yummy Fun.
N
Agenda
● Making Data Bearable Workshop
○ Curriculum Design
○ ACRL Framework
● Hands On Activity! 
○ Work in Small Groups
○ Assessment * Built in Plus 
● Marketing Strategies
○ What worked for us
○ Your Thoughts
● Discussion & Final Questions
N
Developing the Workshop
N
The Idea
Efforts to Expand Liaison Instruction
● Working specifically with re-established 
McNair Scholars Program
Approached Discovery Services Librarian with a 
Request to create/run a Data Management 
Workshop for Undergraduates. 
The Mcnair Scholars Program, officially known 
as the Ronald E. McNair Post- Baccalaureate 
Achievement Program, is a federal TRIO 
program funded at 151 institutions across the 
United States and Puerto Rico by the U.S. 
Department of Education. It is designed to 
prepare undergraduate students for doctoral 
studies through involvement in research and 
other scholarly activities. 
Developing the Workshop
J
Developing the Workshop
J
Developing the Workshop
J
Developing the Workshop
Simulation Design
○ Adapted from “data wrangling” sessions hosted by the Oregon Health 
& Science University Library for first-year medical students.*
○ Designed to be data and domain neutral, and require only basic skills 
with Microsoft PowerPoint and Excel.
○ Embedded in prior analysis of authentic research data products and 
data sharing scenarios.
*Vasilevsky, N., Wirz, J., Champieux, R., Hannon, T., Laraway, B., Banerjee, K., ... & Haendel, M. (2014). Lions, tigers, and gummi bears: Springing towards effective engagement with 
research data management. http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.673.685&rep=rep1&type=pdfJ
ACRL Framework:
Information Creation as Process
● “Develop, in their own creation 
processes, an understanding that 
their choices impact the purposes 
for which the information product 
will be used and the message it 
conveys.”
○ Students Choose Which 
Gummi Bear Model, How to 
Lay Out Their Graph, Colors, 
Labeling, etc. 
○ Discussions about their 
choices occur during process
N
ACRL Framework:
Scholarship as Conversation
● “See themselves as contributors to 
scholarship rather than only 
consumers of it.”
○ Participants asked about 
their research interests
○ Many understanding Data 
Management as part of 
conversation for first time. 
N
Hands On Fun!  
N
Work in Small Groups  (35 minutes)
Digital (Laptops)
Jeffrey Mortimore
Files on Flash Drive
Physical (Handouts)
Nikki Rech
Materials in Manilla Folder
Assessment
● Built in Assessment
○ Working in Groups, students 
will use PowerPoint/Provided 
Handouts to create a figure 
representing a specific feature 
of their data set (provided).
○ Working in Groups, students 
will use Excel/Graph Paper to 
create a chart/graph 
representing a specific feature 
of their data set (provided)
N
Assessment
● Additional Brief Writing Assessment
○ What did you Learn?
○ How will you apply what you 
learned?
N
Marketing
● Tied into Endangered Data Week
○ LibGuide Created
○ Flyer Created
■ McNair Scholars Absolute
● Scheduled Additional Workshops
○ Direct & Targeted Marketing
■ Emails 
■ Word of Mouth
● In classes
● To student groups
● By student participants
N
Results of Marketing 
● 50 Total Participants 
○ Mix of Undergrad and 
Graduate
○ Mix of Majors
N
Moving Forward 
Making Data Bearable 
Session 2
Targeting Specific Classes
N
Questions, Comments, Observations? 
Making Data Bearable Workshop Materials:
https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/lib-promo-dms-instr/8/
Dawn (Nikki) Cannon-Rech
dcannonrech@georgiasouthern.edu
Jeffrey M. Mortimore
jmortimore@georgiasouthern.edu
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